
Just the
BASIC
FACTS
Height:
Ideal

Weight:
Perfect

Hair:
Sultry

Eyes:
To die for

Demeanor:
Striking

Age:
Flexible

Sign:
Scorpio…
Is that a
problem?!

Languages:
English
Italiano
Français
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- A STEFANO OF ALL TRADES -
Congratulations are in order: With the inauguration of his new
theatre company "LUCKY 13 PRODUCTIONS", the multi-faceted
Vancouver sensation Stefano Giulianetti has proven that he's
more than just a pretty face.  In his production of two John
Lazarus Plays, "Babel Rap" and "The Illegal Playwriting Class",
Giulianetti found himself producing, directing, building sets, selling
advertising, acting (of course), and creating a media frenzy that
had every paper in Vancouver after him. The shows ran for two
weeks at the Vancouver Little Theatre, and co-starred Eufemia
Fantetti and Darren Wilson.  If you missed these shows, you
definitely missed out!
 When asked whether his intentions were to quit acting to pursue
these new metiers, Giulianetti graciously noted "Hey, there's
enough Stefano for everyone!"  WOW!  What a professional!

EVERYONE'S A CRITIC
Here's what the press had to say about Stefano
Giulianetti and his company's recent shows
"Babel Rap" and "The Illegal Playwriting Class":

 "Giulianetti's acting is honest and inventive"
-Colin Thomas, Georgia Straight

"Entertaining, unpretentious duo of playlets"
-Jo Ledingham, Vancouver Courier"

"Worthy of your hard-earned dollar"
-Brian Peterson, Westender

To Reach Giulianetti

Connie Hardie
Management

(604) 266-9220

or directly:
(Pager) 488-7636

DO I HEAR WEDDING BELLS?
That's right folks, he's at it again!  Improviser extrordinaire Stefano Giulianetti is
back at that zany theatre show Tony n' Tina's Wedding (which is enjoying its 5th

season) and this time he may actually tie the knot!  He's playing the "Italian Swing"
which encompasses learning 4 new roles including Tony himself, and "swinging" in
and out of the roles as needed.  With the other two roles he's played in the past,
that means the talented young actor has a whopping 6 roles in his Tony n' Tina
repertoire.  Watch out ladies, soon he'll be playing ALL the parts!  For ticket
information call Hoarse Raven Theatre at 258-4079 or contact Stefano Giulianetti.

STEFANO GIULIANETTI IS
Y2K COMPLIANT


